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humour. There was a border-line between his insouciance
and his intelligence that was difficult to fix. Suddenly he
could be serious and work hard and well. At other times
he curled up in the Emperor's throne in the Council
Chamber, and fell into a light sleep. .
And Lorenzo, to whom the Emperor now gave the
Press bureau.
Lorenzo had been sent by the Emperor to the University
of Montpelier, where he studied law. He came back
Maitre Lorenzo Taezaz. He served as a judge on the
Mixed Anglo-Ethiopian Boundary Commission, and
followed the Walwal incident on the spot. As chief of the
Ogpu, he expelled Monfreid, the French author of
" Hashish," from Diredawa : and he opened out the
tangle which was to lead to the arrest of the Comte de
Rocquefeuille at Jijiga that very month of August. A
bright, penetrating mind, with a love of the mysterious
engendered by his new profession. The Ethiopian cloak
that he always wore over his European suit gave rare
romantic covering to the trait of character that engaged
me most.
I had several secret meetings with Lorenzo, who braced
up the Press bureau to higher standards of efficiency : even
fixing hours when there would be someone in the office.
Lorenzo could be sharply amusing. When I felt out of
patience with a colleague he would restore me with an
accomplished imitation of the faking brute. He moved
nimbly from point to point in his car and in his mind as
well. There were no languors in conversation with him.
When he had finished, off he ran.
We used to talk, with maps, about the Ogaden and
about what Desta was going to do. Lorenzo rapidly traced
on my sheets the new Ogaden roads, cut by the Boundary
Commission and after.
He arranged for me a journey to the Ogaden.
I left, all muffled up in secrecy, by the Diredawa train
on August 20. Only an Armenian tailor saw me off, shrieking
for payment, and panting along the permanent way.
A pink-faced French engineer sat in front of me. His
charm, for he was young, was marred by a huge growth on
one of his cheeks. He told me that he was chef de section

